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Today, as of writing, marked a special day. After 5 or 6 years 
of off and on construction (and rather more off than on) I 
released my Rocks River Skiff from the station molds and 
turned it right way up. It’s not finished, of course. The out-
er stem has been transferred unglued to a separate jig to 
maintain the bend and there’s temporary bracing across the 
sheer strakes to maintain the shape, but having to move 
house in 2 days time does necessitate some improvisation. 
Actually, moving house is easy – Jane does that! But moving 
the garage/boatshed and the outside storage area and all 
the little bits ferreted away all over the place, now that takes 
real determination and ruthlessness. And not just moving, but 
downsizing as well. I’m aware a number of WBA members 
are facing or have faced a similar problem recently, and you 
all have my renewed sympathy. The larger than usual number 
of boat-related periodicals crammed into our little cupboard 
at Sporties is a sign of the mental anguish these people are 
going through. On the positive side, at least I created some 
space into which I could actually turn the boat!

Spare a similar thought for the several owners of wooden 
boats that live on the water after listening to Brian Gatt, our 
guest speaker at last month’s meeting, describe the various 
woes potentially facing them because of incorrect electri-
cal potential between items on the boat, between items on 
different boats and between the boat and the marina. It turns 
out that our attempts to protect those relatively inexpensive 
items actually does, in many cases, do more damage to the 
timber. As Brian said in his opening remarks, “What’s the most 
important bit of a wooden boat? The wood!”

We hope to present more of Brian’s work in future articles in 
Scuttlebutt and through links on the website. In the meantime, 
if you see any unusual discolouration around metal fittings, 
especially if the boat has been refitted or changed mooring 
area, do not ignore it. Get in touch with Brian (look him up or 
contact me) as only a proper electrical survey will identify the 
best solution. 

Some more questionable bargains were snapped up after 
minor arm-twisting by your Instant Auctioneer, including a 
painting of the clipper ship Bluenose on the lid of a wooden 
writing desk – surely a future Hal Harpur-style trophy!
Having had little feedback on my question regarding mem-
bers’ preference for a meeting donation or a raffle, a tempo-
rary shortage of suitable prizes for the monthly raffle present-
ed an opportunity to test the alternative. However, stand-over 
man Peter Matthews was perhaps too persuasive and the 
“excess” funds will be used to kickstart our revamped raffle 
regime. Comments on both approaches still welcome. 

Our November meeting will be the AGM, including of course 
the election of WBA NSW Officers. Any financial member 
is entitled to stand by completing a nomination form and 
anyone nominating someone else must of course obtain that 
person’s permission. Under the 3 year rule it will be my last 
meeting as President. I would like to thank everyone for their 
encouragement, support and tolerance and trust you will 
extend the same to the in-coming president and committee. I 
look forward to finishing at least one boat and spending more 
time attending festivals, raft-ups and launch parties. See the 
events section for details, and see you there!

PRESIDENTS 
REPORT

Jon Bell
November 2019
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Work is progressing well on the new boat. The 
planking is now at the halfway point nearing the 
turn of the bilge.  Being beamy boat with a canoe 
stern has presented a few problems which has 
required including several stealers and shaping 
of the planking to adapt to the shape of the hull. 
As I’ve mentioned in previous articles, I glue the 
planking on with roofing screws. These are easy 
to apply and have great holding power and allow 
the glue to set. The inner screw holes are filled 
with glue when the outer planking is applied. 
The question is what to do with the holes left 
in the outer planking after the roofing screws 
have been removed. On earlier boats I have used 
silicon bronze screws. This is a very expensive 
exercise as there are lots of them. I now feel this 
method I’m using is a better and much cheaper 
way to go. This is where we go back to the future 
with Treenails (pronounced trennels). Treenails 
have been used for hundreds of years in the con-
struction of large wooden sailing ships. A trennel 
is basically a wooden nail, used in days of old to 
secure a plank to the frames. A hole was drilled 

The New Boat - Part 4
By Phillip Heaney
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through the planking into the frame into which 
was inserted a round peg, at each end a saw cut 
was made, a small wedge was inserted in the 
peg and it was then driven into the hole. When 
it hit the dead-end of the hole in the frame the 
wedge would expand the peg, a second wedge 
was driven in on the outside finishing the job
Trennels are no longer common. Copper and 
bronze fastenings have taken their place. How-
ever, back in the late sixties when Bill Barnett 
built Gretel 11, they used trennels, but this time 
they were glued in. The reason then was to 
save weight. Gretel is now over 50 years old 
and still going strong. I used trennels in our last 
boat, Athena, mainly to save money, but now I 
am convinced it is the way to go for the type of 
construction I am using. Glue has replaced the 
wedges once used in the old ships of the past, 
which makes the procedure very simple. I drill 
out the screw hole left from the roofing screw, in 
this case to 8mm and to a depth about 6mm just 
short of going through the frame. The trennels 
are all pre-cut from Tassie Oak dowelling which 
you can buy from any hardware store. The 
trennels are placed in a thin resin mixture and 
then driven home and punched in so they are 
just under flush. (You do not want to be sanding 
end grain) Then the remaining hole is filled with 
an epoxy filler. Once the glue has dried you have 
a full length, cross grain bonding of the trennel 
between the frame and the planking. This makes 
for a very strong and permanent solution. An-
other advantage is that this method avoids any 

electrolysis problems.
There is an argument that this fastening method 
could be used in some restoration projects. If the 
timber is dry and the ribs are in good condition, 
then, in my opinion, trennels should be consid-
ered.
Work on the new boat is stopping for a month 
while we take Athena down to Broken Bay for the 
Newport R.M.Y.C. Wooden Boat Show with a bit 
of cruising up the Hawkesbury River.  To protect 
the timber on the new boat I have sanded the 
planking that gets the sun and given it a sealing 
coat of epoxy resin. This will prevent splitting 
and also keeps the timber clean. 
Phil Heaney Shipwright.
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Gilli has just pointed out that since we moved 
ashore we don’t actually live in Paynsville at 
all so perhaps this column should be called 
something else. When the people in the council 
became a burden to us in the early stages of 
building we did consider chucking it all up and 
buying an old house in Paynesville. It would have 
been much cheaper and less work but I am glad 
we persevered. Paynesville is only ten minutes 
down the road and that road goes nowhere else 
but Paynesville.

I have worn a track to Bairnsdale, about 20 min-
utes in the other direction for buying huge quan-
tities of stuff for our house and Gilli drives there 
almost every day to teach at Bairnsdale Second-
ary College but Paynesville is still our town.

In last months issue there was a photo of a nice 
old fishing boat. I had hoped to include some 
photos of the launch but that only happened 
yesterday, Friday 4th October. I was very happy 
to be party to it and hope that I was of some 
help. When a wooden boat goes in after a spell 
in the shed or paddock there can be an alarming 
ingress of water. The deeper the boat the more 
pressure down there and the leaks can appear 
like fountains. It is the nature of the beast. Why 
on earth anyone would own a traditional planked 
wooden boat is beyond me or even build one 
from scratch when there are far better materials 
available these days. I have just paid my mem-
bership fees so you cant kick me out for another 
year.

Yesterday was the official opening of the sailing 
(racing) season. We took Westwind out for the 
sail past and saluted the commodore. So good 
to be out sailing and actually steering Westwind. 
‘Raymond’ has steered our boat for most of 
her miles unless we were hard on the wind and 
had to really look after her or when square off 
the wind when there was a danger of a gybe. 
In the monthly race in Cairns we steered her 
then. On passage we never steered. We still had 
to balance the sails to keep ‘Raymond’ happy 
otherwise no-one would be happy. I have read 
so many books of voyages where the helm had 
to be manned every minute of the day. When 
there are only two on board that must be a hell 
of a trial. There are some boats that will not 
steer themselves for 5 minutes and when they 
go off coarse they go totally off the rails. You 
just cannot leave the helm. We have a friend 
in Hobart (Austin Roper) who has appeared on 
these pages, who bought a 25 foot TopHat in 
Sydney and sailed her home to Hobart. His sister 
flew over from Perth to help him but was struck 
hopeless with sea sickness. Austin was 40 hours 
on the helm. A mild mannered bespectacled pub-
lic servant most of his life, he is thinking of suing 
the GPO for removing all the phone boxes as he 
can no longer change into his Superman outfit in 
private. That sounds sarcastic but Austin is one 
of natures gentlemen and a very skilled sailor.

Some great Articles last month. Phil Heaney 
knocking up a boat so he don’t go crazy and 
the 12 foot Thames skiff from Greg Widders 

looks like a very useful boat. Very 
interesting the , ‘bare foot auger’. 
Once you start a big long hole you 
should have bets to see where it 
comes out.

Also, thank you Jon Bell for your 
monthly report.

A quick weather report before I 
send this off. Three days of wester-
ly gales, still very dry, between 6 and 
10 degrees overnight. 32 degrees 
forecast for Wednesday. We are 
both enjoying the different seasons. 
The summer vegies are in.

Cheers all

The Paynesville Report
By Chris Dicker 

Images:

Bottom: Westwind 
fully loaded off 
southport
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In early 2000, I asked Colin Wear if I could buy 
the sister boiler to Jimmy Brydens’ ‘Scottish 
Maid’ from him, along with a half complete and 
partly machined Bolton engine he had.  He came 
back with a counter offer- build him a hull for 
a speedboat in which he could install a 1927 
Universal marine engine that Waggot Engineer-
ing in Sydney (remember Waggot cams?) had 
fully rebuilt for him, in return for his boiler and 
bits.  He would supply the materials and all I had 
to do was build the hull in collaboration with him.  
I declined the offer because I didn’t feel I could 
compare with his workmanship and experience.  
(With the benefit of hindsight, that absolutely 
perfect science, my first instinct was correct.  Six 
years later, I still didn’t have a working boat, and 
have long lost count of the hours I have spent- 
and I’m not game to add up the receipts hidden 
in an envelope in the bottom drawer!  It does 
look fantastic sitting in the water though.)  
However, the all-knowing First Mate said ‘Of 
course you can build a boat!’ and mindful of the 
lack of cash in the ‘Let’s Get Steaming Soon 

Account’, I then agreed.  Planning with Col was 
done with many drawings and chats about the 
plan he had taken from ‘Motor Boating’ 1929, 
before I brought home a load of timber and glue.  
I had two 150mm RSJ’s about 5m long left over 
from building our house, which I set up on the 
garage floor, levelled and tacked together.  These 
made an excellent, if rather heavy strongback on 
which I set up the frames.  All was looking good 
when Colin suddenly passed away in May, 2000.  

The Building of ‘Colin’, 
a 1929 Gentlemans 
Runabout
By Brian Jones
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What to do?  After a lot of soul searching, I 
offered to finish the boat and install the engine- 
not my original brief, but doesn’t everyone want 
to try building a stylish 1929 speedboat from 
scratch???  

The first problem, after setting up the frames 
and using Col’s beautiful century old Oregon for 
gunwales, stringers, chines and keel, was how 
to use the two 6m x 600mm x 9mm Sequoia 
(American Redwood) planks that Colin wanted 
to use in one piece for the sides of the hull.  They 
wouldn’t bend around the compound curves 
required no matter what I tried.  Finally, I looked 
at Jim Balchin’s speedboat, where he had used 
diagonal ply planks over the frames, then strip 
planked lengthwise over them.  

On coming home, it was a simple job to rip ply 
into 150mm x 2400mm planks, find the best an-
gle close to 45 degrees, and glue and screw the 
planks to the gunwales and chines- it looked like 
a boat straight away!  The Sequoia was ripped 
into 45mm wide strips, the strips numbered to 
allow them to go back together as in the original 
panel, and glued lengthways along the hull with 
HT9000 epoxy glue. Being all in 6m lengths 
meant there were no joins in the 5100mm (17ft) 
hull.  The first plank was offered up about the 
middle of the planking, and adjusted until it 
made a fair and pleasing run from stem to stern.  
The rest of the planks were then laid above and 
below the first one, with lots of strange clamps 
and wedges being used to hold the planks in 
place until the glue went off.  The bottom of the 
hull was done in 12mm marine ply, with a layer 
of glass and epoxy to the waterline.  Fairing with 
aptly named torture boards took a while, but 
finally all was ready for the turnover.  After I had 
fiddled with all sorts of plans involving chain 
blocks or strong friends, my 50kg wife picked 
up one end of the hull (with some most unnec-
essary comments on her husband’s perceived 
lack of muscle!), and we were able to easily turn 
it over onto a couple of mattresses.  With 18mm 
thick sides, and everything epoxied, the hull is 
incredibly stiff and strong, as well as being very 
light.     

200mm x 50mm Oregon engine bearers were 
installed, the whole inside given several coats 
of epoxy, and the engine lifted in and lined up.  
The deck frames were installed, and covered 
with 7mm ply.  I bought  Tasmanian Oak T & 
G lining boards, ripped them into planks, and 
glued them on top.  The margin board is the only 
timber that needed steaming.  The plank grooves 
were routed out, and 9mm Sequoia splines were 
glued in.  The seats are T & G Cypress pine with 
coachwood frames taken from old doors.  Then 
came many hours of sanding, before many 
more hours of seemingly endless coats of Feast 
Watson Marine Gloss.  Colin had collected many 
original nickel-plated fittings, and these were 
fitted to the deck.  There is even a spotlight and 
a 1930 Chicago Police siren- just the thing for 
warning those gin palace drivers on the harbour.  
I had a local firm cut and bend the stainless steel 
bow piece, and cut the many decorative strips of 

stainless to go on the deck- all I had to do was 
spend hours polishing them on a cloth wheel 
fitted to my bench grinder!  At the beginning of 
2006 I took 4 months Long Service Leave and 
holidays to finish the boat (and to get fit enough 
to walk the Kokoda Track in New Guinea- what 
an experience- but that’s another story).  
The Classic and Wooden Boat Show was on in 
March, 2006 at the Maritime Museum at Darling 
Harbour, so the as yet unlaunched boat was 
taken down to Sydney, and was lucky enough to 
pick up 2nd Prize in the Speedboat section.  
Finally, after a lot of trouble, the engine was 
started for the first time since 1937.  The noise 
was incredible, the neighbours came over to see 
what I was doing with the engine sitting on a trol-
ley in my yard, but eventually it settled down to 
run.  Back into the boat it went, and the exhaust, 
fuel line, and wiring were installed.  

Off to the lake we went.  The engine still would 
not run smoothly, and the clutch slipped when 
the engine did occasionally roar, but the boat 
floated right on its lines, and looked as pretty as 
a picture.  

Now the story takes a sharp downhill turn.  The 
motor had several problems I hoped would be 
ironed out, but then it started leaking water into 
the cylinders and carburettors.  I had hoped it 
was only a head gasket, but upon taking the 
motor out, water was found to be seeping out of 
the block at both ends- obviously all those years 
of salt water in the block had taken their toll.  
What a pity it had not been run after being recon-
ditioned, when there may have been a chance 
of repairing the block, or obtaining another one 
while it was still in the hands of competent 
mechanics.    

And now to go back a 
few years. My brother 
had taken the 202 cu 
in (3.3 litre) engine out 
of my 1977 Holden 
panel van, had it 
rebuilt, and put it into a 
VK Commodore. Short-
ly afterwards a large 
truck ran into the back 
of the Commodore, 
leaving it a write-off, 
so he gave the engine 
back to me. He also 
gave me a triple carbie 
manifold and a gaggle 
of Strombergs. Why 
not put the as-new 202 
in the speedboat?
First problem was the 
sump- mounting the 
engine at an angle in 
the boat meant the 
oil pick up was in the 
wrong place as was 
the lowest part of the 
sump. As luck would 
have it, an identical 
engine was lying 
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abandoned in the scrub nearby- and it had the 
right sump! No owner could be found, so a quick 
swap of sump and pick up meant all was ready. 
New engine mounts were welded up and the 202 
installed. No dog clutch or gearbox- this was 
going to be a ‘point in the right direction before 
starting’ affair. A heat exchanger was fitted so 
that there would be no salt water in the engine, 
and a water inlet was placed behind the prop 
for picking up water for the heat exchanger- no 
pump was used because if the engine was run-
ning, the boat was moving.

In the end only one carburettor was used, and 
that was plenty. Launching was a ball- being 
completely glued with no metal fastenings, the 
hull probably weighed half its design weight, and 
with more than double the design horsepower, 
putting the boot into the 202 meant a healthy 
growl and being pushed back in the seat. The 
GPS said 22kts at 4000rpm- I did push it to 
4500rpm a few times before common sense 
prevailed. I had to put a block of wood under the 
accelerator to stop my then 12yr old daughter 
(read emerging rev head!) from doing the engine 
a mischief. My wife and younger daughter were 
not fans of the boat, but my elder daughter and 
I had a lot of fun roaring around Smiths Lake 
where we live.

What to do? Our former putt-putt was relaunched 
in steam in 2002, and this was really my pre-
ferred style of boating. After a year or two of 
mucking around with the speed boat, the deci-
sion was made to sell. Good old eBay was the 
most successful at finding a buyer, and in 2010 
we bade farewell to ‘Colin’ as she (he?) was 
loaded onto a truck for the highway voyage to 
Melbourne. It was quite sad seeing her go, and I 
often wonder what became of her.

Having equipped many 
members with a good 
selection of G clamps, 
screwdrivers, toolboxes and 
cutting devices through the 
raffle we are now looking  at 
scaling up the uniqueness of 
Raffle prizes.

At the November meeting 
the Raffle prize will be a 
cushion hand made using her 
extraordinary quilting skills 
and artistry by Grace Widders.

We have an exciting line up of 
prizes on offer for further WBA 
meetings.  So far gift vouchers from Inpirations 
Paints at Gladesville.  Our April guest speaker 
artist Hugh Cross has generously offered  one of 
his paintings for the April meeting.  Tickets will 
be on sale at each meting for $5 each or 3 for 
$10.

Wooden Boat Association 
Raffles
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WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free of charge if the 
member’s name and phone no. appear. Non-members are charged 
$20 for a text ad (maximum 25 words). $30 with a picture. Ads will 
run for two issues, member’s ads longer if you ask for an extension.
Submissions close on the 21st of each month.
NOTE: Items for free, No Charge. Contact the Editor, see page 2 for 
details.

FOR SALE
Classic Timber Putt-Putt Boat

13ft Moulded ply trailer boat with single cylinder two stroke Stuart 
Turner engine. recently overhauled (new cylinder liner, rings and 
gaskets). Still requires new carburettor. All new polished timber work 
installed internally. Inclusions are: 4 new life jackets, pair of Oregon 
oars, sun canopy, new fire extinguisher, electric bilge pump, navigation 
lights and electric starter.
Trailer completely overhauled with new LED lights, wheel hubs, bear-
ings and tyres/wheels.
Price $7,500
Graham DeGabriel 6331 1774 or 0424 822 321

FOR SALE
FOR SALE “Epacris” Classic 18’ Clinker Harry Dundon 
Putt Putt

• 18 Foot Dundon Clinker Classic
• Well maintained & sound condition
• New Camp Cover & Boom Tent/Sunshade
• Yanmar GM10 @ 270 Hrs. Fully Serviced
• Rebuilt Cabin, Hull Re-roved 1995 by Gerry Hendry
• Moored Rose Bay Sydney
• Call Steve Tait Ph 0414 637 675 Price $13,800

How To Book

1.By Email and Bank Transfer -  

 treasurer@wbansw.asn.au
 A/C - 109553629                 
 BSB – 012010

 Please indicate WBA Dinner + Name + Number of 
 tickets + Contact details

2. By Post & Cheque –

 PO Box 884 Gladesville 2111
 Please indicate WBA Dinner +Name + Number of tickets  
 + Contact details

3. Payment at a General Meeting 

 (card, cheque or cash ) September, October or 
 November meetings only

4. Payment over phone 

 Business Hours only  
 Jon Bell 9545 2584

A warm welcome to the following new members:

Lara Tyler - Como. Firebug dinghy

Sean Gordon - Pittwater. 60 ft Cray Boat

Membership Renewalswere forwarded last month. Membership 
has been maintained at $45. Renewals made by card reader (at a 
meeting or a show etc will attract an additional $1 fee. Payment 
by all other means (cash, cheque, direct deposit) will be at the 
$45 rate. Our financial institution levies this fee on the associa-
tion.

Membership

Christmas Dinner and Hal 
Harpur Award

Tuesday, 10th December - 6:30pm

BUY SWAP and SELL
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FOR SALE
Tasmanian maritime heritage wooden din-
ghy. Built as a family fishing boat.

15’8” (4.8 m) clinker built rowing boat, con-
structed from King Billy and Huon Pine.
Designed and built in 1969 by renowned 
Tasmanian boat builder, Reg Fazackerley 
(1893-1983), at Sandy Bay, Hobart.
A signature “RF” and a year of construction 
under a seat. Professionally restored and re-
painted in August 2013 by the Wooden Boat 
Centre, Franklin, Tasmania – unused since. 
Includes a set of restored oars, King trailer, 
recently refurbished and registered, with an 
additional new spare wheel and tyre, heavy 
duty tiedown straps and a new boat cover. 
One of three 16-footers built by Reg Fazack-
erley. Used initially as a family, recreational 
fishing boat until purchased by the Clarence 
Sea Scout in Hobart in 1990. Maintained in 
clean, dry storage
by the Sea Scouts. Featured at the Hobart
Wooden Boat Festival 2013. Relocated to 
NSW in 2017 and recently relocated
to Toowoomba, Qld in January 2019.
Little used during its life and in excellent 
condition with all original timber.
Ready for use or to admire as a prestigious 
collectable. 
Price $8,000 (reduced originally from 
$13,200)

FOR SALE
26 ft Tasman yacht with inboard BMW diesel 
Complete with set of sails etc Timber interior, 
some finishing required
Ken Travers $7500 9529 9955

FOR SALE 
Owner Happy to consider reasonable offers
Plywood Runabout 
The boat is a half cabin in good working 
order. It is 17ft 6inches (5.33m) in length 
and 1.95 metres in width, certified to carry 5 
passengers. 

It is made of timber and plywood and the 
bottom has been fibreglassed over. There is 
storage under the
seats inside the cabin and all padding is
original. Navigation lights and an electric 
bilge pump. The engine is a 75HP Johnson 
V4 2 Stroke with magneto ignition. The 
engine does not have a generator or an alter-
nator (never been a problem). Battery only 
needed to start. 2 anchors and a pair
of Ron Marks Water Skis to go with it. (No 
Life Jackets). The trailer has had new wheel 
bearings fitted and is in good condition. The 
boat has always been garaged. The trailer is 
registered until 20/8/2019 and the boat is 
registered until 7/11/2019. Anyone wishing 
to inspect, I would only
be too happy to accommodate, just call and 
arrange a time with me. call me on either 
0414 477 662 or 02 9644 8783. The boat is 
located at Sefton.

FOR SALE
OARS 2 pairs 1. A pair of long 
oars for sale, approx. 10’ or 
3.0m long in good condition 

$125 or offer. 
Older made 
oars approx 
7’6” or 2.3m 
long with
copper 
sheeted tips. 
Nicely shaped and balanced 
$100 Ono. Peter Smith 0415 
476 829

FOR SALE
WESTERN RED CEDAR
DAR 200x22x4.9M  - 127x22x5.3M
Total Price: $328.00
John Wagemans 0415 031 064 or
braeng53@optusnet.com.au

FOR SALE
Seagoing Kayak for sale. 

Brand new, never used. Strip planked red 
cedar, fibre glassed in and  utside’ 2 
buoyancy compartments 1 watertight locker, 
new adjustable foot stop (not installed) 
Includes instruction book, paddle and proper
kayak seat. $2200 ono design: Auk Designer 

Nick Schade
John Wagemans 0415 031 064 or
braeng53@optusnet.com.au

FOR SALE
Classic wooden motor sailer. AnnieD is 
9.45m LOA, 3.2m beam and 1.0m draught. 

She was built by Jack Dempsey at Glades-
ville and launched in 1970 as a motor boat 
and converted with sails in 1999. AnnieD is 
powered by a 1999 40hp Volvo 3 cylinder 
diesel. She was
recently slipped and cut back to bare timber 
below waterline and any maintenance done 
before antifouling. Annied has been well 
looked after, regularly maintained and ready 
for a new owner. Price is $59,000. Terry Reilly 
0418 841 604

FOR SALE
“Brit” (Short for Britannia) Handsome ½ cabin 
clinker launch with pedigree. 
19’ x 8’4” x 2’ Draft. Yanmar 2QM20. 
Queensland Beech on Spotted Gum frames. 
Built 1964 at Balmain by Wee Georgie 
Robinson for his own use. Matching sail, full 
cockpit cover and sun awning, wheel and 
tiller steering. Full history available. Moored 
Pittwater inshore just east of Byra (Riddle 
Reserve). 
$25,000
Graeme Proctor
0448 539 825
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ON THE HORIZON

November 12th - AGM. Guest Speaker-Peter Widders: Boats and Ships of Europe.
November 15-17 - Narooma Boats Afloat
November 18th - Committee meeting
December 10th WBA Christmas Dinner and Hal Harpur Award Night, Gladesville
December 16th -Committee Meeting

NEXT YEAR 2020
January 14 January – Film Night and Member’s Projects
February 11  - Guest Speaker - Japanese Tools Australia 
February 22-23 Raft-up at Bantry Bay
February 29 - March 2nd Paynesville Classic Boat Festival, Gippsland Lakes
March 6-9 Geelong Wooden Boat Festival
March 10 –Ross Marchant – The story of a Halvorsen-built air-sea rescue boat –    
Oceanus.
April 14  – Hugh Cross + Raffle of donated Artwork
May 1-3 - May Classic and Wooden Boat Festival, ANMM Darling Harbour
May 12 – Ian Smith: Building a Ranger

Members are able to purchase/
order items  at a General 
Meeting or by email to the Mer-
chandise Officer, Sally Ostlund, 
(salsonsquarerig@gmail.com)  
AND to the Treasurer (treasur-
er@wbansw.asn.au)

When items are not in stock, 
they will be ordered and advice 
provided about availability and 
delivery costs.

Merchandise


